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the middle of the shaft of the left femur, oblique from
behind forwards (as shown by radioscopy), and wit,h an inch
of shortening. Under anaesthesia the fracture was reduced.
A Liston’s splint and short local splints were applied.
During the next few days there was much swelling at the site
of the fracture and the boy complained of pain which kept
him awake at night. On the 18th the swelling seemed to be
still increasing ; the splints were changed, extension tapes
were applied, the local splints were retained, and the limb
was elevated to a right angle by means of an apparatus fixed
to scaffolding over the bed. On the 21st it was noted that
there was no improvement and that the temperature had been
steadily rising and had reached 102&deg; F. At this time the

swelling was found to be fluid. This, taken in conjunction
with the pyrexia and great pain and tenderness, led to the
view that there was a secondary inflammatory process. The

pulse was 140 and a discolouration, which appeared to be a
bruise, was noticed over the radial artery. On further exami-
nation bruises were found on different parts of the body.
Then the following history was obtained. The boy had
diphtheria at the age of eight months which was accom-
panied by haemorrhage from the nose and mouth. Sub-

sequently it was noticed that he bruised very easily. A

short time before the accident a tooth was extracted
and he bled for a week in spite of firm plugging.
In the last two or three years one or other knee was

frequently swollen. He would go to bed quite well and
awake with swelling in one or other joint. There was no

family history of haemophilia. During the remainder of the
boy’s stay in hospital the diagnosis of h&aelig;mophilia was fully
confirmed ; bruises appeared wherever the splints pressed.
On April 28th all the signs of a h&aelig;mophilic joint developed
in the left knee. Union of the fracture was not delayed ; at

the end of four weeks it was firm and there was no shorten-

ing. At the time of the report the boy was under treatment
for a recurrence of the effusion in the left knee. The

important points in the case are : (1) the enormous effusion
of blood around the fracture and its association with sym-

ptoms suggesting inflammatory effusion, and (2) the fact
that union took place satisfactorily and early. Mr. Monsarrat
regards the pyrexia as an exaggeration of the traumatic fever
which occurs in most cases of simple fracture.

THE medical officer of the Cape Colony states that for the
week ending Nov. 12th the state of plague in the colony
was as follows. Only 1 case was discovered during the week
at Port Elizabeth but plague-infected rodents were found.

Plague-infected rodents were also found at East London but
elsewhere in the colony no plague in man or animals was
found. As regards the Mauritius, a telegram from the
Governor received at the Colonial Office on Dec. 2nd states
that for the week ending Dec. lst there were 32 cases of
plague and 25 deaths from the disease, of which 2 were of
white persons. 

-

OUR Paris correspondent informed our readers last week
that a committee had just been constituted in Paris to make
preparations for a visit of British physicians and surgeons
next year in return for that recently paid by their French
colleagues to London and that Professor Bouchard had been
nominated as its President. M. Lucas-Championniere has
since been elected as Vice-President and Dr. Sillonville of
Aix-les-Bains and Dr. Triboulet of Paris have been appointed
as secretaries of the committee.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Society for the Study of Disease
in Children will be held pt 5.30 P.M. on Friday, Dec. 16th, at
11, Chandos-street, London, W., for the purpose of discussing
Sudden and Unexpected Death in Children. The discussion
will be introduced by Dr. C. J. Macalister, Dr. J. Porter

Parkinson, Mr. J. W. Thomson Walker, Mr. A. H. Tubby,

and Dr. J. Blumfeld. The meeting is open to all members
of the medical profession. 

-

Dr. F. Dittmar, medical officer of health of Scarborough,
has been appointed to the office of medical inspector, Local
Government Board of Scotland, vacant by the promotion of
Dr. W. Leslie Mackenzie to be a medical member of the
Board.

THE EVOLUTION OF MAN’S DIET.

BY HARRY CAMPBELL, M.D., F.R.C.P. LOND.,
PHYSICIAN TO THE NORTH-WEST LONDON HOSPITAL AND TO THE HOS-

PITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES, WELBECK-STREET.

IX.l

THE PRE-CIBICULTURAL COCTURAL PERIOD (concluded).
Salt.-To what extent the pre-cibiculturists consume salt

I am unable to say but it is certain that some of them

display a craving for it. Clifford who came upon a camp of

Malay negritoes describes how after partaking of their meal
he produced a bag of coarse Chinese rock salt, and how
eagerly they vied with one another to obtain a portion of
it. That salt is not unknown to the Californians is suggested
by the statement regarding one of their tribes that they
"use very little salt or none at all." The Australians show
their liking for salt by consuming large quantities of the

highly saline plants in which their country abounds. Here
reference may be made to a practice among the Andamanese
of mixing pure wood ash with certain fruits in order to cover
their acidity.

DRINKS.

Water.-The drink of the pre-cibiculturists consists of
water obtained from pool, lake, spring, or stream. They do
not appear to dig wells, partly, no doubt, because this
would, with their primitive equipment, entail great labour,
but chiefly because they but seldom remain for any
length of time in one place, but wander about selecting a
spot for encampment where water can readily be procured’.
In some parts of Australia where this precious element is
scarce the native is sometimes able to slake his thirst by
piercing the bark of certain succulent trees and tapping
them of their watery sap.
Inasmuch as the pre-cibiculturists are continually on the

move and seldom congregate in large numbers, the water
they drink is probably but seldom seriously tainted with
sewage, and they consequently seldom, if ever, suffer from
such water-borne diseases as enteric fever and cholera.

Pre-cibicultural man generally drinks by bending down
to the water’s edge after the manner of cattle (see
Fig. 8), in this resembling the anthropoid apes ; or he

may u.e his hands as a cup, a method never adopted
by the apes, though they sometimes adopt the ex-

pedient of immersing a hand in the water and then

licking off the liquid. Primitive man occasionally employs
shells and other natural objects for drinking purposes,
but, as already observed, he is under a great disadvan-
tage in the matter of water-tight utensils, a fact which

helps to explain his backwardness in many of the arts and
manufactures. Wooden bowls and bark vessels are in use
among some of the pre-cibiculturists-e.g., the Australians,
and bamboo canes among others-e.g., the Malay negritoes ;
stone vessels are employed by the Esquimaux and Cali-
fornians, but, owing to the difficulty in finding suitable stone
and the time occupied in working it when found, are not in
wide use as water receptacles. For this purpose the pre-
cibiculturists rely chiefly upon the skins of animals and

closely plaited grasses, by means of which the Californians
make bottles of marvellous workmanship. Of the various
kinds of skin water bag in use among the pre-cibiculturists
mention may be made of those which the Australians fashion
out of opossum skins : an incision is made round the neck of
the animal, which is then skinned from the head down-
wards, the integument coming off without any further cutting
save at the feet ; when all the openings except that in the

1 Nos. I., II., III., IV., V., VI., VII. and VIII. were published in
THE LANCET of Sept. 10th (p. 781), 17th (p. 848), 24th (p. 909), Oct. 1st
(p. 967), 15th (p. 1097), 29th (p. 1234), Nov. 12th (p. 1368), and 19th
(p. 1519), respectively.
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cervical region have been tied up the bag-with the fu
inside-is ready for use.

Quantity of water drunk.-I have no information as to th,
amount of water the pre-cibiculturists consume, nor an:
precise knowledge as to the times at which they take it
except that certain Californian tribes are said not to drinl
with their meals.

Therapeutic uses of water.-The pre-cibiculturists are no
wholly ignorant of the therapeutic uses of water. Th(
Australians imbibe large quantities for the cure of dyspepsia
and sometimes prescribe the cold bath ; the Fuegians wher
ill drink freely of it in order to promote perspiration, while
the Northern Californians employ it for the cure of a variety
of maladies in the primitive form of Turkish bath, or temescal,
as the Franciscan fathers designated it. The bath consists
of a hole, dug generally by the side of a stream, and roofed
’over so as to make it almost airtight, entrance and exit being
made by a small hatchway, which is instantly closed upon
entering or leaving the chamber. In the early autumn a

fire is built in the centre and kept alive till the

following spring ; the bathers squat inside where they
remain in spite of the close, smoke-laden atmosphere, until
they break out into a profuse perspiration, when they quit
the chamber and plunge into the stream hard by. The
’’Central Californians also employ another method of pro-
moting perspiration : a hole is dug in the sand large
enough to contain the patient ; over this a fire is kept burn-
ing until the sand is thoroughly heated when the fire is
removed, then the patient is laid in the hole and his body
and limhs are covered with sand ; thus he remains until free
sweating is induced, when he is immersed in cold water.

Artificial drinks.-Although the drink of the pre-cibi-
culturists is mainly confined to water they do occasionally
make artificial drinks. The Australians prepare a drink by
’dissolving " manna " and gum acacia in water, manna being
a sweet substance which exudes from the leaves of certain

.gum trees, doubtless of the same nature as that which may
be seen during the summer months upon the leaves of many
of our own trees, notably limes. The Californians soak
crushed manzanita berries in water and imbibe the liquor by
means of the shaggy knob of a deer’s tail" which evidently
does duty for a spoon. Doubtless many other vegetable
drinks are made by the pre-cibicnlturists, but I have not
-come across any reference to them.

Blood and fat may also be reckoned among the drinks of
the pre-cibiculturists; the bushmen drink the liquid fat of
the hippcpotamus ; Barrow saw a party of them preparing a
disgusting mixture as follows : "Having cut the throat of
the sheep they opened the belly to let the blood run among
the entrails ; then cutting these with a knife and pouring in
a quantity of water they stirred up all together and drank
the nauseous mixture with an appetite that sufficiently
showed it to be suitable to their taste."

Ignorance of alookol.-The pre-cibiculturists are ignorant of
the art of making alcohol, a fact which, like their inability
to extract sugar and starch from vegetable substances, is
probably to be explained by their lack of convenient vessels
for holding liquids, especially such as are capable of resist-
ing fire. Certainly we cannot, having regard to the skill

they display in the preparation of their vegetable food,
explain their backwardness in this respect by any want of
ingenuity on their part.
Man did not learn to make alcohol until he had entered

upon the agricultural stage. Hence, viewed from the stand-
point of evolution its discovery is of comparatively recent
date, and it is evident that man had come well within the
reach of the highest rung of his lonp- evolutionary ladder
before be had felt the subtle stimulus of that most potent
fluid. Since its first discovery it has led to a vast amount of
disease and death, and there has thus been a steady elimina-
tion both of those most susceptible to its toxic effects and
still more of those most responsive to its seductive charms :
thus there is evolving a type capable of resisting alike its
lethal influence and the temptation to imbibe inordinately.
It. is strange that this so obvious conclusion, which has again
and again been insisted upon by Dr. Archdall Reid, has not
received gereral acceptance, the more so that his a priori
contention is confirmed by an appeal to facts, for, as Dr.
Reid has ...hown, those peoples who have had longest
acquaintance with alcohol .are just those who are the most
temperat, -, 

- 

- 

.

. . Instinctive liking for stimulating substances.-In spite of, 
their .ignorance of alcohol the pre-cibiculturists manifest.
in common with all the higher animals, a liking for things 

‘

r stimulating. This is shown in their habit of chewing 
stimulating substances. The Australian custom of chewing
" pitcheree " is an instance in point ; so highly do they value
this substance that they travel long distances to obtain the

, twigs of the plant from which to make it ; these are munched
: into a mass which is mixed with the ash of the gum tree, a

method not unlike that employed in the manufacture of the
j well-known betel so extensively used by the island popula-

tions of the East. Besides pitcheree the Australians chew
the dried leaves of the murradutta which are said to

contain an intoxicating principle ; also, in common with the
Philippine negritoes, gum, apparently in the belief, contrary
to what physiologists now teach, that it is a food. Be this
as it may, there can be little doubt that the popularity of
gum chewing not only among these primitive folk, but

among more advanced peoples, is to be explained by the
stimulation which the mere mechanical action of the

masticatory muscles is known to produce. Certain
Californian tribes chew the twigs of the " rabbit bush."

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

Pre-cibicultural man essentially a wanderer. -We have seen
that the anthropoid apes-e.g., the orang and chimpanzee-
wander about their forests in search of food, visiting places
where a particular fruit or seed grows at the season of its
maturity. This wandering habit is to be observed in a
marked degree among primitive men who are kept con.

tinually on the move in their search for food, both vegetable
and animal, travelling-as do, e.g., the Australians-long
distances to obtain bunya seeds, gum, the wood for their
pitcheree, or what not, and tracking game from place to
place. Though the direction of their wanderings is probably
determined chiefly by the search for vegetable food, such
animals as they happen to come across being hunted
by the way, yet, like all carnivorous animals, they follow
their prey about from place to place, this being an addi-
tional, and in some cases the main, cause of their nomadism :
if they remained in the same place they would very soon
frighten off the game. The search for fish may also lead to

wandering, for we read that many of the inland Californian
tribes come down at the fishing season to the coast and
remain there until the shoals leave. Now seeing that man
has during a long period of his evolutionary career led a
nomad life, we may take it that he is largely adapted to
this kind of existence; and this may help to explain, in

part at least, the great benefit which the comparatively
stationary modern often derives from "change of air": the
race is not yet fully adapted to a stationary mode of life.

Y7ie relative quantity of alairnccl and vegetable food.-Taking
the present-day pre-cibiculturists as a guide, we shall probably
not be far wrong in concluding that for this stage of develop-
ment man’s dietary was about half animal and half vegetable.
Some pre-cibiculturists, such as the Esquimaux and the
Fuegians, are almost entirely animal feeders ; but these are
peoples who are altogether peculiarly situated According to
Colonel Man, who spent many years among the Andamanese,
the food of these people is two-thirds animal, the remain-
ing third consisting of vegetable food and honey. The
Tasmanians are said to have lived mainly by the chase.
Some of the Australian tribes subsist chiefly on animal,
others chiefly on vegetable, food. With the Californians

vegetable food probably preponderates-one of their tribes
inhabiting a region of oak forests is four-fifths vegetarian--
but they are degenerates who have to a large extent
abandoned the chase, the descendants in all probability of a
hardier race of hunters.

Quantity of food eaten.-Pre-cibicultural peoples are given,
as many independent travellers testify, to gorge themselves
at times with enormous quantities of food, and though some
of the stories to this effect are doubtless exaggerated many
of them are certainly true. A Californian is said to be able
to eat 24 pounds of meat right off, and there is on record
the case of a native who disposed of 17 water-melons at a
sitting. The Esquimaux are said to eat "till they cannot
move." Two of them can dispose of a seal. Captain Hall says:
" No human stomach but an Esquimaux’s could possibly hold
what I saw these men and women devour." One man who
had for a long time been on short rations swallowed, without
apparent discomfort,’’ enough frozen seal "to have killed
six white men " and followed this-up by drinking two pints
of water. A’’-H, Keane gives an instance of five Bushmen
devouring a wbole zebra in a, couple of hours, and Farini
relates how two of them consumed an entire hyasna, never
ceasing, until " they had placed themselves outside the whole
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carcass." A Tasmanian child, eight months old, still at the
mother’s breast, "ate a whole kangaroo rat and then
attacked a crawfish." Sawyer states that the stomach of
the Philippine negritoes is habitually distended from devour-
ing large quantities of innutritious vegetable food.
The capacity to consume such enormous quantities of food

is possibly related to the fact that pre-cibicultural man is not ’,
infrequently compelled through dearth of food to subsist on I
a small quantity for a long period, or even to go for days ’,
without any at all, so that it is of advantage to him to be ’i
able to lay in a food store when opportunity offers. With I,
this capacity goes the further capacity to withstand starva-
tion. The pre-cibiculturist can bear fatigue without food
much better than can the cibiculturists. Herbert Spencer,
after remarking on the large quantity of food the Bushmen
can consume and on their exceptionally capacious alimentary
tract, alludes to their power of enduring fatigue without food
for days together, a fact which Hillier associates with the
abundant accumulation of fat found in these people, who

very limited. It has been calculated that each member
of a pre-cibicultural community requires many square
miles to himself. The primitive Australian, for instance,:
needs 50 square miles for his share, whereas cibicultural
England has a population of some 541 per square mile 1 But.
though no part of the world is capable of affording food for
more than a very scanty pre-cibicultural population, it does
not follow that the supply per individual of that population
is meagre. The number of inhabitants may be so regulated
that each one shall have an abundant share, and there is,
indeed, evidence that the individual pre-cibiculturist has,
during certain seasons at least, fully sufficient food at -his
disposal. According to Colonel Man the Andamanese " find
ample provision for their simple wants in their immediate
surroundings" ; the Californians, too, are said to be able to-
procure a sufficiency of food with little work, their rivers
being sometimes " black with salmon," while their country
affords an abundance of valuable vegetable foods, such as
acorns and manzanita berries. Sir George Grey also insists

Native drinking at pool. (After Sir Harry Johnston.)

share the peculiarity with the camel, dromedary and South
African sheep, all of which are by this circumstance adapted
to meet the exigencies of a life spent in desert regions. The

Esquimaux are also said to be able to go a long time without
food.
. Available sit_ppil of ,food.-The question as to the quantity
of food available for pre-cibicultural man is of great interest.
Are we to conclude that nature has provided him with an
ample supply which can be procured with very little trouble,
or that the supply is scanty and only to be obtained by
wearisome search ’! It has to be remembered in this con-
nexion that the surviving pre-cibiculturists do not all inhabit
the most favoured regions of the earth. Some, indeed- as, for ’,
example, the Bushmen, the Australians, and especially the ,,
Californians--dwell in lands where vegetation is often
luxuriant and game is plentiful, but others, such as the
Esquimaux and the Fuegians, live in barren countries. Yet
no matter how favoured the region it cannot suppnrt
more than a scanty pre-cibicultural population-a fact
which suggests that its total yield of. food must be I

that it is quite a mistake to suppose, as some have done,
that the Australian native suffers habitually from a dearth
of food, pointing out that by properly regulating their visits
to different districts they can procure a rich supply of

vegetable foods throughout the year; during the pigsface 2
season, which lasts some months, the natives lead a com
paratively easy life, and they are said to get fat during the
bunya and pigweed seasons ; again, Curr observes of certain
Australian tribes that before the advent of the white man

they were well supplied with animal food; and Farini
alleges that during the water-melon seasons, of which there
are two, the natives grow fat on the oleaginous seeds.

There can, however, be little doubt that the pre-cibi-
culturists have their seasons of dearth. Sir George Grey
says that the Australian natives are apt to run short of
supplies during the hottest time of the summer and the
height of the rainy season ; while, according to Featherman,
the Bushmen are sometimes reduced to the necessity or

2 A plant which grows all over the country.
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gnawing at a piece of old dried gnu skin to allay th{
pangs of hunger, and he adds that " in the last resor1

they tighten the girdle"; again, we read how in times oi
want the Esquimaux eat almost anything, not Tiesitating
to make soup of their tent-skins and even their old
trousers!

In short, the pre-cibiculturists are liable to great fluctua-
tions in the quantity of food at their disposal, sometimes
being surrounded by plenty, when they are apt to glut them-
selves, and at others compelled to subsist on very slendei
rations, and even to go for days together without any food
whatever. This having probably been the fate of our own
ancestors for many hundreds of generations it may well have
produced a racial effect-i.e., the human organism may have
become so attuned to a diet which varies in quantity at
different times of the year as to thrive best on such a one.
And we may well consider whether it might not be better for
us 15-grade humans, instead of taking the same quantity of
food each day occasionally to vary its amount, sometimes
greatly diminishing the daily allowance and at others

indulging in a feast.
Even when a plentiful supply of food is available for the

pre-cibicultural man it by no means follows that he is able
to lead an indolent life ; food does not, save in the land of
Cockaygne, drop unasked for into his mouth, but has to be
toiled for. Indeed, the food quest and the preparation of
food loom large in the life of the pre-cibiculturist-absorb,
in fact, his chief energies. There may be an abundance of
game, but it needs to be hunted; the river may teem with
fish,’but the fish must be caught ; nutritious seeds and roots
may be plentiful, but they have to be gathered ; finally, the
vegetable food has to be prepared in ways which often
involve much time and trouble. Thus pre-cibicultural man
has to work for his food even though it be abundant. He
lives an active life, his food is simple and does not tempt
to excess, and even if he has bouts of gourmandising he
also has intervals of enforced starvation. Hence though
in seasons of plenty he may get plump he is seldom
obese and rarely suffers from the other evils of excessive
eating.

The seasonal rotation of food.-Season has a much greater
influence on the diet of the pre-cibiculturists than on our
own. The food of the former varies from month to month,
nay, even from week to week. Thus we find the Californians
in the early part of the year eating the bark of trees, then in
due course clover, next roots, and about the middle of

summer, salmon ; thereupon various kinds of seeds come in
season, then manzanita berries and pinon nuts, and finally
acorns ; while game and vermin of various kinds are con-
sumed throughout the year. There is no such pronounced
seasonal rotation of food among communities living in
the modern cibicultural age. With the manifold facilities
at our disposal for artificially producing, storing, and

rapidly conveying food from place to place, we moderns
are able to subsist upon much the same kind of food

throughout the year. Butchers’ meat, bird, fish, bread, rice,
milk, cheese, butter, eggs, sugar, and some vegetables-e.g.,
potatoes-are available at all seasons. It is only in respect
of certain highly perishable vegetable foods, such as green
vegetables and certain fruits, that the influence of season
makes itself decidedly felt and this influence is every year
becoming less and less, now that new methods of storage are
being constantly devised and more rapid means of transit
from remote parts are provided.
.. The fact that we are descended from an ancestry whose
diet has for untold ages varied considerably throughout the
year may help to explain the evil effect of a monotonous
diet and the advantage of varying it from time to time. I
This truth in well illustrated in the case of anthropoid apes
kept in captivity ; the keeper in charge of these apes at the
London Zoological Gardens tells me that he finds it necesbary (
constantly to vary their food, for if he does not, they get out
of health ; obviously under natural condi ions it undergoes
considerable seasonal change. We shall do well to bear this <

principle in mind when called upon to regulate the diet of our ‘
patients. 

-Don2esticated cznizrzals.-The earliest animal domestiC:1ted (

by man is undoubtedly the dog. With the exception of the ::
Andamanese all the pre-cibicultural peoples were already in N
possession of the dog when discovered by the white man. c

Dogs are employed in the hunt and are said to help the 1
Australian natives in finding snakes, rats, and the like; the r

Veddahs train their dogs to follow up and to pull down the s

wounded deer. That the pre-cibiculturist may display 1,

e affection towards the dog is evidenced by the fact that an
’t Australian woman was seen crying over one that had been
If stung by a snake.
g Feeding of infants among p’l’c-eibim&Ucirc;tu’l’isfs.-It need
d scarcely be said that there is no artificial rearing of infants

among the pre-cibiculturists: either the child is brought
.- up on the mother’s milk or it perishes. Hence mothers
s unable to suckle their children do not leave any offspring to
- inherit the incapacity. As to when the child begins to take
r other food and what the nature of the food is I have no
j information. Infants in Central Australia are often not
1 weaned until they reach from two to three years of age.
e During this time they are given whatever they can eat,
3 " except," one writer tells us. "certain kinds of vegetable
t foods which are likely to disagree." The Bushwomen nurse
. their children for a long time, but are said from the very first
r days of life to feed them upon chewed roots, meat, and other
f hard foods.
 Time of 1Ileals.-The pre-cibiculturists do not appear to
? have any fixed time for meals. It is expressly stated of

certain Californian tribes, of the Ainus, and of the
; Esquimaux that they eat at any time. Of the latter it is
 stated that they did not eat all at once but each man
C when and as often as the impulse prompted him."
! Miscellaneoxs facts.-Some Californian tribes eat dried
, whale-bone for dyspepsia, doubtless for the gelatin which

it contains, on the same principle that isinglass is given as a
, household remedy for dyspepsia in our own country. The
i Californians have a custom of tying a lump of meat to a

piece of string and after swallowing the meat pulling it up
again, a process which they repeat ten or a dozen times, the
better to enjoy the taste of the morsel.

* * * * *

This completes our survey of the evolution of man’s diet
from anthropoid times to the beginning of the cibicultural
period. The changes which his food has undergone during
this latter period will, it is hoped. be dealt with on another
occasion. 

(C one l u d e d .)(Concluded.)

ASYLUM REPORTS.

London County Asylzena, Banstead (Report for the 1ear

ending March 31st, 1904).-The average number of patients
resident during the year was 2450, comprising 1075 males
and 1375 females. The admissions during the year amounted
to 509-viz., 243 males and 266 females. Of these 439 were
first admissions. Dr. D. Johnston Jones, the medical super-
intendent, states in his report that, as regards causation,
alcoholic intemperance was the predisposing or exciting
cause in 23’4 per cent. of male admissions and in 12’ 4 per
cent. of females. Heredity, venereal disease, adverse cir-
cumstances, the menopause, epilepsy, and old age were the
other chief causes, either predisposing or exciting. The

large majority of cases admitted were those suffering from
a first attack and admitted within three months of the
onset of the disorder; they formed also the larger proportion
of the recoveries. Two female patients who were pregnant
on admission were safely confined and the children were
removed to the care of friends. " The mental condition
of both patients," adds Dr. Jones, "has improved con-
siderably." The number of patients discharged as recovered
during the year amounted to 203-viz., 96 males and 107
females, or 8’ 3 per cent. of the average number resident.
The deaths dujing the year amounted to 189, or 7’ per
cent. as calculated on the same basis. Of the deaths nine
were due to cerebral haemorrhage, ten each to cancer and
senile decay, 11 to pneumonia, 14 to epilepsy, 24 to cardiac
disease, 31 to pulmonary and other forms of tuberculosis,
38 to general paralysis, and the rest to other causes. There
were no inquests held during the year and the only serious
casualties were four simple fractures of bones and two dis-
locations, all due to accidental causes, and all made good
recoveries. The general health of the inmates has been

satisfactory on the whole. " A large number of help-
less- almost bedridden-cases have been admitted and


